Resolution No. 8852

RATE SCHEDULE No. 13SS
SPECIFIED SOURCE PURCHASE - OPTIONAL
Rates shown on the Rate Schedules are set by the Grant PUD Commission and are subject to change at the
discretion of the Commission.
AVAILABLE: To any retail customer with service in Rate Schedule Nos. 7, 14, 15, 16, or 85 who wishes to
voluntarily purchase Specified Source energy, where the source is known and the carbon emission factor is zero.
Preference will be given to Hydroelectric facilities near Grant PUD’s service area within the state of Washington.
TYPE OF SERVICE: This schedule provides customers with the voluntary option to purchase Specified Source
energy attributes.
EFFECTIVE: July 1, 2017
ELECTION OPEN PERIODS: The election open periods, process for communication, confirmation, and
purchase will be in accordance with Grant PUD’s Voluntary Energy Resource Alternatives Handbook.
RATES: Base rates and other terms of electric service shall be governed by the Rate Schedule under which
the customer takes ordinary services. Charges specified under this Rate Schedule are in addition to the
charges specified in the Rate Schedule under which the customer takes its basic electricity service:
Incremental Block Size:

100 MWh

Minimum Purchase:

1,000 MWh per transaction

Maximum Purchase:

Not to exceed customer’s forecasted energy consumption over the
period purchased less I-937 renewable energy requirement.

Charge:

Current market rate with an identified maximum price will be
communicated between Grant PUD and customer prior to execution
of any purchase, and will include applicable fees.

ADDITIONAL CHARGES:
Administrative Charge:

$3,000 per transaction

BILLING PROVISIONS:
a.
If the customer remits a partial payment, that payment shall first be applied to the Specified
Source energy attributes with any residual payment amount applied toward all other charges due
Grant PUD.
b.
If a customer does not pay for the charges for their Specified Source energy, Grant PUD
shall immediately discontinue selling Specified Source energy attributes and RECs to that
customer and may reclaim the previously sold Specified Source energy attributes that have
not been paid for. The customer will remain liable for any shortfall between the purchase
price and the resale price of the Specified Source energy attributes.
TAX ADJUSTMENT: The amounts of any tax levied by any city or town, in accordance with RCW
54.28.070 of the Laws of the State of Washington, will be added to the above charges.
SERVICE: Service under this Schedule is subject to the terms and conditions in the District's Customer
Service Policies, as the same may be amended from time to time.

